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On Not Wandering— and Wandering!

In classical Hamiltonian mechanics, the possible trajectories of the system do not cross. Like a 

train with no switching rails onto another track, the point representing the system in phase space does not 

wander from track to track. Trajectories other than the one being travelled are fundamentally impossible.  !

Further, at every instant of time the object(s) in the system are completely controlled by Hamil-

ton's equations— in the very instant of time at which the information in the equations becomes available. 

No process is involved. There is no room in this mathematics e.g. for a process that might take an object 

some time to select among possibilities with a goal "in mind." What exists in this mathematics is not a 

process of choosing, but an object. In this sense, the phase point in classical Hamiltonian mechanics 

does not "wander" between possibilities.!

Things work differently in the calculus of variations— specifically, in the principle of least action. 

Richard Feynman asked and answered the relevant questions: !

"Is it true that the particle doesn’t just ‘take the right path’ but that it looks at all the other 

possible trajectories? And if by having things in the way, we don’t let it look, that we will 

get an analog of diffraction? The miracle of it all is, of course, that it does just that. That’s 

what the laws of quantum mechanics say. So our principle of least action is incompletely 

stated [so far in this lecture]. It isn’t that a particle takes the path of least action but that it 

smells all the paths in the neighborhood and chooses the one that has the least action by 

a method analogous to the one by which light chose the shortest time." Richard Feynman 

(http://www.feynmanlectures.caltech.edu/II_19.html)!

This is "wandering." The senses of sight and smell "wander" from possibility to possibility, search-

ing for the best possibility to fulfill the goal. And here is where the mathematics is "mindless." Although in 

plain English text, Feynman spoke of a particle that "looks" at and "smells" possibilities— thus being a 

particle which compares alternative possibilities for least action and chooses from those possibilities the 

trajectory with least action— in this category of mathematics there are no formal models for the looking, 

smelling, comparing or choosing possibilities. Feynman spoke intuitively, but this mathematics is "mind-

http://www.feynmanlectures.caltech.edu/II_19.html
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less" in that regard and does not explicitly present the formal models required to mathematically describe 

a process of choice among possibilities to fulfill a goal..!

Erwin Schrödinger noticed something similar. The Schrödinger equation models a "spherical 

wave" of possibilities, but not the actual existence of particle(s)  .  It takes observation to know that the 1

particle exists. !

Curiously, the equation particle = (physicalExtension, particle) does model the existence of a par-

ticle  — but in this equation, the particle is not an object. It is a process. Particle in this equation is a 2

stream of instances of type physicalExtension, where each physicalExtension is selected by particle from 

a set of possibilities. And— even if there are periods of time between the physicalExtensions, the stream 

particle still exists during those periods as a process.!

!
Possibilities in Chu Space!

There is at least one journal paper in quantum mechanics where at least the possibilities involved 

in a potentially goal-oriented approach are explicit. In "Big Toy Models: Representing Physical Systems 

As Chu Spaces," Samson Abramsky writes: !

"We pursue a model-oriented rather than axiomatic approach to the foundations of Quan-

tum Mechanics, with the idea that new models can often suggest new axioms.…we ob-

tain a full and faithful functor from the groupoid of Hilbert spaces and their symmetries to 

Chu spaces. We also consider whether it is possible to use a finite value set rather than 

the unit interval; we show that three values suffice, while the two standard possibilistic 

reductions to two values both fail to preserve fullness….Theorem 4.4: The functor Fv ◦ 

PR : PSymmH → bmChu3 is a representation. We note that Chu3 has found some uses 

in concurrency and verification… under a temporal interpretation: the three values are 

read as ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’, whereas in our setting the three values represent 

‘definitely yes’, ‘definitely no’ and ‘maybe’. Theorem 4.4 may suggest some interesting 

uses for 3-valued ‘local logics’ in the sense of Jon Barwise."  !3

Chu3, with the latter three values, suggests the collapse of the wave function. Here is a toy model 

of this type of three-valued Chu space: 

�  For the complete quotation and references, see An Overall Approach… https://leebloomquist.wordpress.com/1

�  ibid.2

�  https://arxiv.org/abs/0910.2393. Also, see Abramsky's presentation on this: http://dauns.math.tulane.edu/~mwm/wip/3

slides/samson.pdf
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!

!
Applying Feynman's intuition to this Chu space, "smelling," "looking" and comparing possibilities 

occur at the "t minus" times— the times before the choice is made at t0. And since you can't change the 
past, the chosen possibility is "definitelyYes" during all the times "t plus"— the times after the choice is 
made. The "definitelyNo" values in the "t minus" times mean physicalExtension[5] is fundamentally im-
possible. "definitelyNo" values at t0 and at the "t plus" times mean that those physicalExtensions were not 
chosen.!

This Chu space for quantum mechanics is the outline of a decision making process, which leads 
to more questions. For a particle that is created, exists, and is then destroyed, how many times would this 
decision process occur— 1,2,3….? Does something in the experimental setup trigger the process? How 
long would the particle stay on a trajectory once it has chosen it?!

One answer is that the stream particle performs this decision process as often as possible. To be 
workable in that case, the times in the Chu space should constitute a monad from nonstandard analysis. 
In a monad, there is a standard real number (or point) at the core surrounded by a "halo" of nonstandard 
numbers (or points) infinitely close to the standard part. In a model of time, the halo of nonstandard num-
bers infinitely close to the standard part of the monad can be classified into two parts: "the nonstandard 
future" and "the nonstandard past." Each lies infinitely close to the standard part of the monad (which is 
the constant "now" of the particle) but on different sides of the standard part t0. (Time exists not in zero 
dimensions but one dimension.)!

The three-valued Chu space now comprises two, two-valued Chu spaces:!
1. The nonstandard future: a Chu space with two values, "maybe" and "definitelyNo":!

Types to the right!
Situations below

physicalExtension[1] physicalExtension[2] physicalExtension[3] physicalExtension[4] physicalExtension[5]

particle[-t3] maybe maybe maybe maybe definitelyNo

particle[-t2] maybe maybe maybe maybe definitelyNo

particle[-t1] maybe maybe maybe maybe definitelyNo

particle[ t0] definitelyNo definitelyNo definitelyYes definitelyNo definitelyNo

particle[+t1] definitelyNo definitelyNo definitelyYes definitelyNo definitelyNo

particle[+t2] definitelyNo definitelyNo definitelyYes definitelyNo definitelyNo

Types to the right!
Situations below

physicalExtension[1] physicalExtension[2] physicalExtension[3] physicalExtension[4] physicalExtension[5]

particle[-t3] maybe maybe maybe maybe definitelyNo

particle[-t2] maybe maybe maybe maybe definitelyNo

particle[-t1] maybe maybe maybe maybe definitelyNo
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!!
2. The nonstandard past: A Chu space with two values, "definitelyYes" and "definitelyNo":!

!
Abramsky writes: "There is a natural notion of 'local logic' on Chu spaces… and an interesting 

characterization of information transfer across Chu morphisms." The characterization of information trans-

fer involves two functions going opposite ways— one function from types in the nonstandard future to 

types in the nonstandard past, and another function from the halo of times in the nonstandard past to the 

halo of times in the nonstandard future.!

The function involving types— from possibilities that could be chosen to the alternative that was 

actually chosen— "sees" in each comparison, or mapping, that each possibility is sensed either to be infe-

rior to the one chosen in fulfilling the goal, or actually to be the one that was chosen for fulfilling the goal. 

In the toy model this means a function to physicalExtension[3].  In particular:!

   !

 physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture   physicalExtension[3]nonstdPast"

!
This function can exist because the receiver of the information— the situation that supports phys-

icalExtension[3]nonstdPast , i.e., the halo of times in the nonstandard past— is connected to the transmitter 

of the information, which is the halo of times in the nonstandard future. In particular:!

!
                                    particle[t+1]           particle[t-1]   "

!

Types to the right!
Situations below

physicalExtension[1] physicalExtension[2] physicalExtension[3] physicalExtension[4] physicalExtension[5]

particle[+t1] definitelyNo definitelyNo definitelyYes definitelyNo definitelyNo

particle[+t2] definitelyNo definitelyNo definitelyYes definitelyNo definitelyNo

!

!
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And, because the situation in the nonstandard past— the halo of times "t plus"— supports physi-

calExtension[3]. Which means that there exists a correct translation of the information sent to that situa-

tion, without which the information could not be successfully transmitted:!

particle[t+]  ⊧ physicalExtension[3]nonstdPast"

 Also, these mappings exist because the situation in the nonstandard future, which is the halo of 

particles at times "t minus," holds information about the possibility that will have been selected, again— 

without which the information could not be successfully transmitted:        !

particle[t-]  ⊧ physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture      !

Which leads back to the starting point, physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture. !

So by means of these two functions going in opposite directions, information about the possibility 

which is sensed as being capable of fulfilling the goal:!

particle[t-]  ⊧ physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture"

is successfully translated into information about the alternative that was chosen: !

particle[t+]  ⊧ physicalExtension[3]nonstdPast !

which is a formal model of the particle comparing against the goal and choosing physicalExtension[3].!!
As often as possible!

To put this model of choice to work as often as possible for the particle, time symmetry in the 

equations of physics is addressed— accidentally!  Instead of time as a real number— that is, time as a 

moving point on a line (which is actually two things: the point AND the line)— the following two equations 

model one thing, properTime: !

properTime = (clockTime, properTime). "

clockTime = (nonstandardFuture, standardPresent, nonstandardPast)."

The resulting stream puts the inverse relationship principle of informationalism   to work: "Whenever there 4

is an increase in available information, there is a corresponding decrease in possibilities and vice versa." 

Here's how: In the act of selection at time t0, all the possibilities in the nonstandard future collapse, or 

disappear, into the selection held in the nonstandard past, thus producing the information:   !

�  ibid.4
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particle[t+]  ⊧ physicalExtension[3]nonstdPast!

Then in the next monad of time in the stream, this information disappears, and in the next non-

standard future, there exists a next collection of possibilities. !

Just as in the inverse relationship principle, possibilities and information see-saw.!!
The Born Infomorphism!

In the three-valued Chu space supported by his representation theorem, Abramsky uses "maybe" 

for one of the values, which in the toy Chu spaces above indicates a possibility in the nonstandard future. !

Notice that in the Born rule of quantum mechanics there is the term Ψ*Ψ.  In terms of possibility, 

because an actual physicalExtension does not yet exist in the nonstandard future, this term in the Born 

rule is a way to represent the possibility of a physicalExtension in that situation. Ψi means "maybe this 

space will be occupied." And Ψi*   means "maybe every space except this space will not be occupied." Ψi* 

and Ψi are about the actual space where the physicalExtension does not yet exist, just the possibility ex-

ists. The multiplication of these two complex numbers translates into a logical "AND" of the above two 

sentences. It's language about existing space used to talk about a physicalExtension that does not yet 

exist.!

Continuing with this toy model, the Born rule  Ψ*Ψ = P  seems like two processes whose out-

comes turn out to be the same: (1) the process with outcome Ψ*Ψ; (2) the process with outcome P. If 

Abramsky's "maybe" for a physicalExtension translates into Ψ*Ψ for a physicalExtension in the nonstan-

dard future, then P  translates to the frequency with which that physicalExtension has occurred in some 

number of cycles of the stream properTime = (clockTime, properTime).  !

Thus replacing:!

physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture  physicalExtension[3]nonstdPast"

with:!

   Ψ(physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture)*Ψ(physicalExtension[3]nonstdFuture) P(physicalExtension[3]nonstdPast)"

!
This expresses another transmission of information, but the information has a broader context. In the first 

case, information is transmitted within a single output of the stream. In the second case, information is 

!

!
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transmitted about all the outputs of the stream. This transmission of information is the "Born Infomor-

phism,"   by which game theory can be linked into the toy model.!5

!
Probability Learning wanders toward the goal!

It seems that studies in the mathematics of choosing among possibilities to fulfill goals should at some 

point involve Game Theory. !

If Ψ*Ψ = P  means there are two processes involved, and the equal sign means that the out-

comes of the two processes, Ψ*Ψ and P, turn out to be the same— even if the processes are different. 

Then in terms of possibilities, choice, and goals, what would these two processes be? Game Theory sup-

plies an answer: Probability Learning (PL), which is a game where two players each implement a different 

process. Of course, there are also rules and strategy—!

The first player to move in the game is the Universe, who places some energy for particle on the 

"game board," i.e. space, at some location, but hidden from particle. The second player, particle, then 

guesses at which location on the game board the energy is hidden by placing a physicalExtension in that 

location. If correct, the physicalExtension placed at the location then acquires the energy hidden there. !

If wrong, the physicalExtension placed on the game board at that location does not acquire the 

hidden energy for the particle. Instead, after a wrong move particle acquires information about where the 

missed, hidden energy was placed.!

Guessing wrong can happen only for so long. Just as a laboratory animal needs some food to 

exist, the particle needs some energy to exist. The laboratory animal can exist without food for a while, 

but not forever. Likewise, the particle can exist without correctly choosing a space for a while, but not for-

ever. The goal in both cases is existence.!

So PL looks like a thermodynamic engine because player two cannot always guess successfully 

and this produces a "waste" stream comprising the missed, hidden energy. It looks like work is required to 

operate the Universe. Where does this missed energy go? Since it is energy, it cannot be destroyed. Is it 

�  ibid.5
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dark energy? If so, then the model seems to be saying that some amount of dark energy escapes from 

the game and then expands space in the Universe. !

So far, the only role identified for dark energy is to make massive particles in the Universe move 

away from each other by expanding space. Abstracting this role into the logic of PL in the toy model, the 

role of dark energy as thermodynamic fuel for the particle stream in the PL game would be to enable the 

stream particle to maintain its identity— thereby individually to exist in the presence of a force (gravity) 

that would otherwise make everything the same inside a black hole, in that case destroying all individual 

existence. Again, individual existence is the goal of particle. And to fulfill that goal, particle must acquire 

some of the hidden energy. The rest goes toward expanding the Universe.!

PL is evident in the laboratory for all types of animals, from insects to human beings.   The com6 -

monality is fear— fear that a different location will have been selected by player one when player two se-

lects some location. For each location i, this happens in two ways: (1) player two chooses location i, but it 

turns out that player one has chosen some other location j ; (2) player two chooses location j, but it turns 

out that player one has chosen location i . These constitute two opposing entropic forces upon the goal 

oriented player two. For each location, there is an entropic force attracting player two to that location. And 

there is an entropic force repelling player two away from that location. These two opposing, entropic 

forces balance each other for each location when the probability with which player one selects location i 

equals the probability with which player two selects location i. Therefore Ψi*Ψi = Pi.  !7

Fear— in fact unconscious fear because thinking is not yet involved— is the major force in this 

toy model of the Universe. To avoid making every decision based solely on fear, human beings have the 

opportunity to reason consciously (on occasion)— rather than always react to fear unconsciously. Most 

likely nothing else in the Universe can do this. !

� ibid.6

�  ibid.7
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Incidentally, in the details there is an testable hypothesis: the self exists because of propriocep-

tive feedback, specifically in the breath, not because of enteroceptive feedback such as that which con-

trols the heartbeat.      !8

As perhaps many people know (as do I), this unconscious fear is difficult to overcome, and con-

sciousness seems rare. So on some level, the toy model says we are all the same in the Universe: star-

dust, stars, particles, human beings— all are driven by unconscious fear of some kind. And for human 

beings in the current world situation— this is a problem. Many important choices seem to be largely 

based on beliefs driven by unconscious fear—instead of reasoning grounded in knowledge.!

It seems like a very small chance but maybe this would help: Perform the experiment.!

�  ibid. "The Dream Child Hypothesis" seems reasonable when a Petri net is used to model self = (thinking, self) and 8

also self = (self). In the reference, there is a diagram of the feedback loop required to model these equations with 
Petri nets. If this feedback loop diagrammed in the Petri nets is required for the self to exist, then there are two differ-
ent feedback systems to consider: enteroceptors and proprioceptors. Enteroceptors are at work in the womb and are 
associated with the heartbeat. But proprioceptors are involved in breathing, which occurs only outside the womb. The 
hypothesis holds that in the womb there are dreams and memories created, but they do not become those of a self 
until a self exists, which if the feedback loop in the Petri net involves proprioceptors, would be associated with breath. 
Certainly losing these dreams and memories before the first breath is always a tragedy. But at least no self has been 
lost at that point because the first breath has not yet been taken, and the proprioceptive feedback loop for a breathing 
self has not yet been created. Hence "The Dream Child Hypothesis." The hypothesis may be possible to test by 
means of an experiment involving laboratory animals and neuro-imaging.


